
Everything you need to know 
about the Looft Lighter X 

ESSENTIAL GUIDE



If your Looft Lighter X has not arrived as expected, 
contact us at support@looft.com. We’ll be happy to help!

Your safety is paramount. Please read through this warning 
leaflet carefully.

The Looft Lighter X will get hot, so be mindful where you 
place it after use. 

Never store the Looft Lighter X outdoors. Always store 
indoors.

Do not touch the heat shield immediately after using the 
Looft Lighter X. Let it cool down before.

Always attend to your fire or grill. Open flames should never 
be left unattended.

Ensure children and pets are kept at a safe distance when 
using the Looft Lighter X. 

Beware
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INTRODUCING THE LOOFT LIGHTER X

We believe that every step of your grilling session should be carefree and enjoyable – from starting the grill to 
sharing the food with your loved ones. 

We have created this essential guide to help you get the most out of your Looft Lighter X and take your passion 
for grilling to the next level. 

The Looft Lighter X is a portable firelighter designed to create fire in seconds using only battery power. This 
category leading innovation offers a safe and easy method to start your grill or fireplace in 60 seconds with 
clean superheated air, reaching temperatures up to 1200° F. The freedom of being cordless enables you to 
successfully fire up anywhere and ditch the toxic lighter fluid. 

Use it in your backyard, at the tailgate, outdoors and indoors – your imagination is the only thing stopping you.

Thank you for your support and enjoy your Looft Lighter X.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

5. Detachable heat shield in aluminum
For quick cooling.

6. Air inlet

7. Battery indicator

8. Charger
Charger features 4.2 ft. /130 cm 
retractable cord.

9. Battery release button
Press to release the battery.

Power
— 36V Li-Ion Battery, 2000mAh
— Max temp: 1200°F / 650°C
— Charge time: 2 hours

Dimensions & weight
— Length: 17” / 43 cm
— Width: 4” / 10 cm
— Depth: 4” / 10 cm
— Weight: 3 pounds / 1300 gram (inc. 
battery)

1. On/Off button
Under the handle

2. Burn button
Initiates the Automatic Ignition Program™. 
Full heat and gradually increasing fan.

3. Air button
Fan at full speed and heating element shut 
off.

4. Battery
36V Li-Ion battery pack, 2000mAh.

1. 3.

4.5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

2.
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GET STARTED
FOLLOW THE STEPS BELOW TO GET STARTED

CONNECT BATTERY PACK

1. Press the battery release button on
   the back of the lighter part.

2. Insert the battery pack.
 
3. Release the battery release button and
    make sure it snaps into place.

Battery release button

CHARGE YOUR BATTERY PACK

Your Looft Lighter X charger is delivered with the cord rolled 
up inside.

1. Grab the bottom part of the charger.

2. Pull the cord to the desired length.
 
3. Plug in the charger and place your Looft Lighter X in it.

Your battery will not be fully charged when you receive it. To 
fully charge it, place it in the charger and leave it for 2 hours 
until the white light has turned from flashing to solid.

You can also charge your battery pack when it is separated 
from the lighter part.

Pull
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TURN ON YOUR LOOFT LIGHTER X

1. Press and hold the On/Off button for 3 seconds until both the 
Burn button and Air button shine white – Your Looft Lighter X is 
now in standby mode for 10 seconds.  

2. Burn mode – Heating element + low fan speed (used for igniting) 

3. Air mode – High fan speed (used for boosting glow and flames) 

When you press the Burn button, the Automatic Ignition Program™ 
will start in your Looft Lighter X. This means the heating element 
will run for 2 minutes and then automatically switch over to Air 
mode. During this time, you can switch between Burn mode and Air 
mode whenever you want.

Air mode

Burn mode

On/Off button
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HOW TO LIGHT CHARCOAL
LIGHTING A CHARCOAL GRILL IS A STRAIGHTFORWARD PROCESS WITH 
THE LOOFT LIGHTER X IF YOU FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Make a pyramid/pile

Arrange your charcoal (or briquettes) in a pyramid shape 
in the corner of your grill. This will make the lighting part 
much easier.

2. Touch and light

Start by locating smaller charcoal pieces in the middle of 
the pile. Make sure you touch those pieces with the tip 
of your Looft Lighter X and press the Burn button. Keep 
contact with the charcoal and you will soon start seeing 
sparks. 
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3. Pull back and continue aiming towards the same spot 

When the charcoal starts to glow, pull your Looft Lighter X back an inch or two. This 
will help the heat to spread. It is important that you continue to aim towards the same 
spot (rather than lighting multiple locations). We highly recommend switching to Air 
mode during this step.
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HOW TO LIGHT CHARCOAL

b. Kick back and relax

Once the glow has spread to a few pieces in your charcoal 
pile, put your Looft Lighter X aside, ventilate your grill and 
the forces of nature will do the rest. How you ventilate 
will depend on what type of grill you have and weather 
conditions, but we usually recommend opening all the grill 
vents and keeping the lid open. The time it takes for your 
charcoal grill to be ready will depend on the amount and 
quality of the charcoal, but it usually takes around 10–30 
minutes to get that perfect smolder.

4. Fast forward or kick back and relax

a. Fast forward

If you want to speed up the process, keep Air mode on and 
spread the glow throughout the charcoal by directing the air 
flow. Try to find the right angle on your Looft Lighter X for 
the air stream to spread the glow to all the charcoal. Once the 
glow has spread throughout most of the pile, pull your Looft 
Lighter X back a few inches more. Creating more distance 
between the air flow and your charcoal pile will help the heat 
to spread more quickly. Continue until all charcoal turns grey 
and grill ready. This process takes approximately 3–5 minutes, 
depending on the amount and quality of the charcoal. 

Once the glow has spread to a few pieces in your charcoal 
pile you can either fast forward the process with your 
Looft Lighter X or kick back and relax and wait for the 
charcoal to be grill-ready on its own.
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1. Make a pyramid/pile 2. Touch and light

Arrange your logs and smaller pieces of wood in a pyr-
amid shape and place some paper or kindling between 
the logs.

Touch the paper/kindling with the tip of your Looft 
Lighter X and press the Burn button. Burn mode is now 
activated and you should start seeing sparks/ flames in 
seconds. 
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LIGHTING A FIREPLACE IS A STRAIGHTFORWARD PROCESS WITH 
THE LOOFT LIGHTER X IF YOU FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS:

HOW TO LIGHT WOOD



3. Pull back 4. Continue towards the same spot

When the fire starts to catch on, pull your Looft Lighter X 
back a few inches. This will help the fire to spread out and 
do its magic. We highly recommend switching to Air mode 
during this step. 

Keep aiming towards the same spot until you have a 
good fire going.  
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Kettle — Too much flame or food 
tasting like lighter fluid? Skip 
the chemicals and get a steady 
smolder with the Looft Lighter X.

Smoker — It will fire up your 
smoker regardless of the fuel you 
use, be it charcoal or wood. And 
the airflow created by the Looft 
Lighter X means you can easily 
adjust the heat while cooking.

Pizza oven — If there is one thing 
better than pizza, it’s quick pizza. 
Fire up your pizza oven in 60 
seconds with the Looft Lighter X 
and be the most popular person 
at the party.

Fireplace —Avoid the coughing 
fits at home by creating a draft 
faster. The Looft Lighter X gets 
your fireplace toasty in no time 
and keeps your home smoke-free.

Fire pit — Make fire the good ol’ 
fashioned way. Nah, just kiddin’ – 
use the Looft Lighter X and skip 
straight to the good stuff, like 
toasting marshmallows.

Kamado — These two were a 
hookup waiting to happen. Since 
you can’t use lighter fluid in a 
Kamado, the Looft Lighter X is an 
obvious match.

WHERE TO USE YOUR LOOFT LIGHTER X
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FAQ
Where is my serial number? 

How many times can I light charcoal with the Looft Lighter X?
Can I get a new heat shield for Looft Lighter X?

How do I remove my heat shield on Looft Lighter X

What is the charging time?

Looft Lighter X body - The serial number is located under the 
handle and starts with two letters followed by a series of digits.

Battery Pack - The serial number is located on bottom of the 
charger and starts with two letters followed by a series of 
digits.

Charger - The serial number is located underneath and starts 
with two letters followed by a series of digits.

With the Looft Lighter X, you can light up to 10 times on 
one charge with optimal use. The actual number of lights 
will depend on the density of your fuel (e.g., charcoal, lump 
charcoal, or wood logs) and how experienced you are using the 
product.

Yes you can! It is possible to exchange the heat shield on your 
Looft Lighter X. Withstanding extreme temperatures means your 
heat shield may take some wear and tear. Our heat shield is easily 
exchangeable and gives your Looft Lighter X that brand new look.

The heat shield on the Looft Lighter X is easy to change. To remove 
the heat shield on your Looft Lighter X, follow these instructions:

1. If you previously have used your Looft Lighter X, let it cool down 
before removing the heat shield.

2. Grab the heat shield of your Looft Lighter X and twist it about 
half an inch counter-clockwise.

3. Pull the heat shield off your Looft Lighter X.

4. To put it back on, push it down and twist clockwise about half an 
inch.

The charging time for the Looft Lighter X battery pack is 
around 2 hours. When the battery is charging, the charger light 
will flash and when the battery is fully charged, the charger 
light will shine solid.
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Store inside

Protect it with a case

Clean

Protect the heatshield from melting

The Looft Lighter X should be stored inside in a dry environment. 
Never store your Looft Lighter X outside.

Our Looft X Case is designed to protect your Looft Lighter X from 
external damage. You can buy it from a Looft dealer or on the Looft 
web shop. 

From time to time, we recommend you wipe off your Looft Lighter 
X with a damp cloth. Do not use detergents. Always allow the Looft 
Lighter X to cool down completely before cleaning it.

Remember to pull back your Looft Lighter X from the charcoal or 
logs when sparks or glow begin to appear. The heat shield is made 
of aluminum (to prevent severe burns damages and setting fire to 
nearby objects) and can melt if kept in the heat for too long. Also, 
the glow will spread quicker if you pull the Looft Lighter X away a 
few inches and allow the air to flow.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
My Looft Lighter X is not charging

My Looft Lighter X is not starting
Contact and support

The charger light should start to flash when you insert the 
battery. If it doesn’t, you may have an overheated battery.

 - Leave the battery in the charger and let it cool down (takes 
around 30–40 minutes). The battery will then start charging 
when it has reached the right temperature.

- If you have tried the above but nothing happens, please 
contact us and we will get back to you as soon as we can.

If your Looft Lighter X is not starting, you can try these steps 
below:

- Disconnect and then reconnect the battery pack to the Looft 
Lighter X.

- Place the Looft Lighter X in the charger and let it charge for 
2 hour.

If you have an issue with your Looft Lighter X, please check the 
Troubleshooting section for guidance. If that does not work or if 
you have other issues or questions, we encourage you to create a 
support ticket at https://looft.com/pages/support-ticket

We stand behind our products with confidence: if something is 
wrong, we make it right.

My Looft Lighter X stops working after a few seconds’ use

If your Looft Lighter X cuts out after a few seconds of use, or if the 
lights are flashing when you turn it on, it could be an indication of 
one of the issues below:

Overheated battery pack
- Let the Looft Lighter X cool down (around 30–40 minutes).

Insufficiently charged battery pack
- Put the Looft Lighter X/Battery pack in the charger and let it 
charge.

Flashing lights can also indicate an error code. If you have tried the 
above (cool down and then charging) but nothing happens, please 
contact us.
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KEEP IN TOUCH

It makes us happy to see our products in action, the food you grill, and the moments shared 
around the fire. Please tag your photos with the hashtag #Looft. 

Follow us at Looft and learn more about our products and community on social media:

Subscribe to our newsletter at looft.com

If you have any questions, queries, or comments you can reach us at looft.com/pages/support
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